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PROLOGUE:   INT.   PORTABLE   STRUCTURE   –   NIGHT  
 
A   light   rain   PINGS   the   roof   of   a   plastic   structure   while   a   life  
support   machine   BEEPS   inside.  
 
Grigory   cuts   into   Chip’s   neural   suit   with   a   RUSTLE   and   TEAR   of  
fabric.   ANDI’s   dynamics   power-up   softly   plays.  
 

CUE   MUSIC:   BROKEN  
 
Chip    breathes    slowly.   The   voices   around   him   fade   in.  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   (in   Russian)   Medical   log   one,   sol   fifty-two.  
Charles   Heddleston   experiencing   high   fever   from   infection   of  
injuries.   The   patient   is   desensitized.  
 
GRIGORY:   (in   Russian)   Nos,   where   is   the   shrapnel?  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   Vertebrae   T5.   Shrapnel   entered   back-side   and   is  
passing   into   the   eleventh   rib.  
 
GRIGORY:   Are   you   ready   with   the   plate?  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   Yes.   Freshly   printed.  
 
GRIGORY:   (nervous)   Let’s   get   the   bad   plastic   out   and   the   good  
plastic   in.  
 
Grigory    exhales    loudly.   Blood   POUNDS   in   Chip’s   ears.  
 
Grigory   presses   down   on   Chip’s   numb   back,   slowly   removing   a  
piece   of   plastic   with   a   SQUISH.   Chip    moans    softly.  
 
GRIGORY:   (CONT’D)   (surprised)   I   thought   you   said   he   was   asleep!  
 
Short   mechanical   legs   WHIRR   as   Nos   walks   around   to   the   other  
side   of   Chip.  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   I   said   he   is   desensitized.   The   patient   is  
technically   still   awake.  
 
Grigory   uses   a   multi-tool   knife   to   make   a   cut   into   Chip’s   skin.  
Chip    yelps    and   jolts   up.  
 
CHIP:   What   are   you   doing-?   /AHHHH!  



 
GRIGORY:   /HEY!  
 
Grigory   jumps   back   as   Chip   struggles   to   get   up.  
 
CHIP:   What!?   Get   her-!   Get   him-AH!   MELISSA!  
 
GRIGORY:   (in   English)   Charles-!  
 
Chip   flails   his   arms   and   strikes   Grigory.    Grigory   drops   his  
knife   onto   the   floor   with   a   CLATTER.  
 
GRIGORY:   (CONT’D)   Ow!   Keep   still   or   you’ll   rip   yourself   open!  
 
Chip’s   suit   alarm   BLARES.  
 
CHIP:   You   took   me-!   Ah!   I   -   Ow!  
 
The   alarm   fizzles   out,   followed   by   a   BEEP.  
 
ANDI:   (Dynamics)   Hello?  
 
CHIP:   ANDI?  
 
ANDI:   Chip!   Where   are   you?  
 
GRIGORY:   (in   Russian)   Who   is   talking?   Nos!  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   The   source   of   transmission   is   from   inside   the   suit.  
 
GRIGORY:   Stop   the   transmission!  
 
ANDI:   They’re   trying   to   shut   me   down,   but   I’m   going   to   find   you!  
 
GRIGORY:   Dammit   Nos!   Block   all   transmissions,   I   don’t   want   them  
finding   us!  
 
Outside   the   structure,   a   breeze   CLINKS   some   wind   chimes.  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   The   broadcast   beacon   is   connected   through   his   suit  
to   an   advanced   artificial   
intelligence.   I   am   not   sure   how   to   block   it.  
 
GRIGORY:   Then   I’ll   cut   it   off   of   him.  
 



Grigory   cuts   through   Chip’s   suit   TEARING   the   fabric.  
 
CHIP:   What   are   you   doing?  
 
GRIGORY:   (in   English)   No   suit.  
 
As   more   of   the   suit   is   cut,   ANDI’s   voice   distorts.  
 
ANDI:   (distorted/clipped)   Chip,   the   signal   is-feels   weak.   I   feel  
weak...  
 
GRIGORY:   (in   Russian)   Nos,   we   need   to   leave   immediately.   Get  
everything   ready   and   wake   
Mateo.  
 
Nos   WHIRRS   and   gathers   equipment.  
 
CHIP:   Mateo?   Did   you   say   Mateo?  
 
Grigory   injects   Chip   with   a   POP.  
 
CHIP   (CONT’D):   (fading)   What   did   you...do   with  
my...frrrrriennnnd...  
 
Chip    snores    lightly,   as   everything   grows   more   distorted   and  
fades   out.  
 
ANDI:   Chip?  
 
Full   distortion   for   a   few   seconds.  
 
ANDI   (CONT’D):   Chip-?  
 
All   sounds   cut.  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   Signal   terminated.  
 

END   PROLOGUE  
 

CUE   MUSIC:   OVERTURE   II  
 
  



ACT   ONE,   SCENE   1   (1.1):   EXT.   MARTIAN   SURFACE   -   DAY  
 

CUE   MUSIC:   SKIFF   RIDE   I  
 
Metal   planks   on   a   fast   moving   skiff   BRUSH   through   the   foliage   of  
the   dusty   jungle.   Open   to   the   elements,   all   of   the   passengers  
wear   E.V.A   suits   with   helmets.   Chip    groans    in   pain.  
 
MATEO:   Please   drive   slower!  
 
CHIP:   (still   weak)   Mateo?  
 
Mateo   smiles   down   at   Chip.  
 
MATEO:   Hey   buddy,   you’re   going   to   be   okay.  
 
CHIP:   Where’s   ANDI?  
 
MATEO:   (sad)   I’m   afraid   he’s   gone.  
 
Diagnostika   walks   across   the   skiff   with   a   WHIRR.  
 
CHIP:   What-what   is   that?  
 
MATEO:   It’s   his   diagnostic   computer.  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   (in   English)   English   detected.   Hello   Charles.  
 
CHIP:   (exasperated)   My   name   is   Chip-   *ernf*  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   The   name   on   your   suit   said   Charles.  
 
Chip    winces    in   pain.  
 
MATEO:   Sir!   Please!  
 
GRIGORY:   (in   English)   Skiff   wasn’t   built   for   jungle!  
 
CHIP:   Who   are   you?  
 
GRIGORY:   The   firebird.  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   And   I   am   Baba-Yaga.  
 
GRIGORY:   No.   You   can’t   be.  



 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   But   I   have   chicken   legs   and   a   pestle,   see?  
 
Nos   opens   her   central   compartment   with   a   CLICK.   Her   small   arm  
pulls   out   a   pestle.  
 
GRIGORY:   Put   that   away!   (in   Russian)   Why   would   we   be   working  
together?   The   firebird   saves   Ivan   and   flees   Baba-Yaga.  
 
CHIP:   He   sounds   angry.  
 
MATEO:   All   Russians   sound   angry.  
 
Diagnostika   walks   over   to   Chip   with   a   WHIRR.  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   Charles,   do   you   want   to   be   Ivan?  
 
CHIP:   Ah!   Get   away   from   me-!  
 
A   dog    barks    as   Chip   tries   to   scoot   away   from   her.  
 
GRIGORY:   Quiet   Luna!  
 
CHIP:   Is   that   a   dog   in   a   space   suit?  
 
MATEO:   I   know!   Isn’t   she   cute?  
 
CHIP:   (beat)   Am   I   dreaming?  
 
MATEO:   Of   course   not.  
 
The   skiff   hits   a   huge   bump   with   a   CLANK!   Chip    groans    as   he  
SLIDES   off   the   skiff   and   his   breathing   spikes.  
 
MATEO   (CONT’D):   Chip!  
 
Chip   THUDS   to   the   ground.  
 
Grigory   stops   the   skiff.   Luna    barks    and   jumps   off   the   skiff,  
running   to   Chip.   Grigory   runs   to   him   along   with   Diagnostika.  
Luna    whines .  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   Now   I,   Baba-Yaga   will   grind   your   /bones   into-  
 



GRIGORY:   (in   English)    /Shut   up   and   help   me   set   up   the   shelter.  
We   won’t   go   any   further   today.  
 
Chip   slows   his   breath   and   blacks   out   again.  

FADE   OUT.  



1.2:   INT.   PORTABLE   SHELTER   -   DAY  
 

CUE   MUSIC:   FIRST   SEIZURE  
 
Chip   shakes   violently   in   the   midst   of   an   intense   seizure.  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   (in   Russian)   Patient   is   having   a   seizure.  
 
GRIGORY:   (in   Russian)   I   am   aware.   Inject   him   with   the  
anticonvulsant.   Open   the   bed   and   put   up   the   soft   barriers.  
 
Diagnostika   pulls   a   latch   and   a   metal   door   opens   with   a   CREAK.  
She   presses   a   button   with   a   BEEP   and   the   bed   unfolds   with   a  
quick   HISS.   The   soft   pillows   SNAP   up   to   the   sides.  
 
Grigory    grunts    as   he   puts   Chip   on   the   bed.   Chip   continues   to  
shake,   spittle   forming   in   his   mouth.   Diagnostika   injects   him  
with   a   POP.  
 
ANDI’s   voice   fades   in,   almost   from   another   world.  
 
ANDI:   Hold   on,   Chip...  
 
GRIGORY:   Did   you   hear   that?  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   What?  
 
GRIGORY:   Never   mind.   Did   you   print   the   mouth   guard?  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   Yes.  
 
Chip   stops   shaking   and   his   breathing   slows.   As   the   scene   fades  
out,   pizzicato   notes   in   the   cello   leave   us   with   a   hollow   feeling  
as   if   Chip   has   lost   a   part   of   himself.  
 

FADE   OUT.  
 
  



1.3:   INT.   PORTABLE   STRUCTURE   -   DAY  
 
The   sounds   of   the   jungle   FADE   IN   as   Chip   wakes   up.   A   light   rain  
PINGS   the   plastic   roof   covering   Chip   and   Mateo.  
 
Chip   wakes   up   with   a   sharp    gasp .  
 
MATEO:   Be   careful,   Chip.  
 
CHIP:   What   happened?  
 
MATEO:   You   had   a   seizure.  
 
Chip   tries   to   sit   up   and    winces .  
 
MATEO:   (CONT’D)   Please,   you’re   going   to   exhaust   yourself.  
 
CHIP:   (scoffs)   Every   sol   on   this   damn   planet   has   been  
exhausting.   *Ernf!*   It’s   bad   enough   we’re   captives   in   the   middle  
of   Bumblefuck-Nowheresville   Mars,   but   I   didn’t   even   get   to   say  
goodbye-  
 
His   voice   breaks.  
 
MATEO:   Melissa   sealed   her   own   fate.  
 
CHIP:   (gritted   teeth)   DON’T   talk   about   her   like   that.   You’re   the  
reason   we’re   in   this   mess!   (sigh)   I   should   have   detonated   the  
charges   when   she   said   to.   (sigh)   We   need   to   get   back   to   Sequoia.  
 
MATEO:   We   don’t   even   know   if   there’s   a   colony   to   go   back   to.  
 
CHIP:   Oh   really?   Gee,   I   didn’t   even   think   of   that,   ya   know.   I  
just   assumed   everyone's   safe   and   happy   and   it's   all   magical  
sparkle   dances   and   rainbow   tea   parties.  
 
MATEO:   (surprised   laugh)   I   don’t-   what   would   that   even…  
 
Chip   tries   to   sit   up   again.   He    winces    and   slips   back   against   his  
pillow.  
 
MATEO:   (CONT’D)   I’m   sorry.   You’re   in   so   much   pain.  
 
Chip    chokes   back    tears   and   closes   his   eyes   tightly.  
 



CHIP:   My   back   is   killing   me.  
 
MATEO:   Here,   let   me   help   you   up.  
 
Mateo   eases   Chip   up   into   a   sitting   position.  
 
MATEO:   (CONT’D)   There,   just   lean   on   the   pillow.   You   feel   okay?  
 
CHIP:   I’m   kinda   cold.  
 
MATEO:   Let   me   get   you   another   blanket.  
 
Mateo   walks   across   the   small   shelter   and   grabs   another   blanket.  
 
CHIP:   You   look...weird.  
 
MATEO:   So   do   you.   It’s   been   a   while   since   we’ve   had   our   neural  
suits   off.  
 
CHIP:   Wait.   Where   did   they   go?  
 
MATEO:   Our   host   deactivated   them   to   stop   ANDI   from  
communicating.   He   says   it’s   too   risky   to   broadcast.  
 
Chip    grunts ,   adjusting   himself.  
 
CHIP:   That’s   not   even   how   they   work.   Oof!  
 
Mateo   hands   the   blanket   to   Chip.  
 
MATEO:   Here’s   a   blanket.  
 
CHIP:   Forget   the   blanket.   We   need   to   get   outta   here   while   we  
can.  
 
MATEO:   No.   I   think   it’s   best   we   wait   here.  
 
CHIP:   He’s   probably   taking   us   to   Red   Wolf.  
 
MATEO:   We   should   not   assume   /anything   a-  
 
CHIP:   /Oh,   I’m   sorry   to    assume    that   ya   know,   maybe   the   one  
Russian   dude   we’ve   met   on   Mars   came   from   the   one   Russian   colony  
that   was   shooting   all   of   our   people!   Get   your   head   out   of   your  
ass.  



 
Chip   stands   up,   and    winces    a   bit.  
 
MATEO:   Sit   down!  
 
CHIP:   No!   This   is   our   chance.  
 
MATEO:   We   don’t   know   what   he’ll   do   to   us.   I   wanna   keep   you   safe.  
 
CHIP:   Ah,   we’ll   be   safe.  
 
MATEO:   We   just   can’t   walk   out   of   here.  
 
CHIP:   Watch   me.  
 
Chip   opens   a   cabinet   with   a   SQUEAK   and   RUSTLES   into   an   E.V.A.  
suit,    wincing    as   he   goes.  
 

END   SCENE.  
 
  



1.4:   EXT.   MARTIAN   JUNGLE   -   NIGHT  
 
The   rain   has   stopped   and   a   light   breeze   RUSTLES   through   the  
trees.   Wearing   E.V.A   suits   and   helmets,   Chip   and   Mateo   slowly  
CLOMP   over   the   wet   regolith,   pushing   trees   out   of   their   way.  
 
CHIP:   I   can’t   see   shit   out   here.  
 
MATEO:   Maybe   that’s   why   he   never   wants   to   travel   at   night.  
 
The   wind   picks   up   a   bit.   
 
CHIP:   Dude,   you   are   sweating   like   crazy.  
 
MATEO:   (weaker)   Really?   I’m   freezing.  
 
The   wind   RUSTLES   the   trees   some   more.  
 
CHIP:   There’s   only   plants   on   this   planet.   (beat)   Right?  
 
MATEO:   I   hope   so.   Though   something   feels...off.  
 
A   low   growl   comes   from   behind   them.  
 
CHIP:   We   need   to   get   out   of   here.  
 
Luna   lunges   out   of   the   darkness   knocking   Chip   down   with   a   THUD.   
 
CHIP   (CONT’D):   AHHH!   Get   off   of   me!  
 
GRIGORY:   (in   English)   It’s   only   me!  
 
CHIP:   Did   you   have   to   sneak   up   on   us?  
 
GRIGORY:   I’m   trying   to   stay   quiet.   We   shouldn’t   even   be   talking  
over   comms!   Do   you   not   hear   what’s   out   there?  
 
The   wind   faintly   sounds   like   insects   CHITTERING   in   the   darkness.  
 
GRIGORY   (CONT’D):   Come   with   me   back   to   the   shelter.   Quickly.  
 
CHIP:   Like   hell   I   will.  
 
GRIGORY:   I’m   sorry,   but   if   you   won’t   come   willingly   I   will   have  
to   force   you.  



 
Grigory   grabs   Chip   and   activates   his   enhancements   with   a   POP   and  
a   HISS.  
 
CHIP:   AH!   What   was   that?  
 
GRIGORY:   Sedation.   The   new   plate   in   your   spine   has   an   attachment  
for   a   direct   link-up.  
 
CHIP:   WHAT!?   I   have   enhancements!?  
 
GRIGORY:   You’d   be   paralyzed   without   them.  
 
CHIP:   (getting   sleepy)   I   don’t   know   what   they   do   over   in   Russia,  
but   I   opted   out   of   becoming   a   Mech-Head!  
 
GRIGORY:   I   don’t   know   why   an   engineer   like   you   is   afraid   of   some  
new   wires.  
 
CHIP:   Yeah,   I   can’t   imagine   any   time   some...one   would  
abuse...this   situation...  
 

FADE   OUT.  
 
  



ACT   TWO,   SCENE   1   (2.1):   EXT.   MOBILE   HAB   -   DAY  
 
A   high   pitched   CHIME   rings   in   the   air   for   a   few   seconds.   Chip  
winces    as   he   wakes   up.  
 
GRIGORY:   Dobre   utra,   boys!   It’s   time   for   breakfast.  
 
MATEO:   (yawn)   Good,   I’m   hungry.  
 
Grigory   kicks   open   a   cooler   with   a   THUNK.   He   pulls   out   three  
plastic   plates   and   sets   them   on   a   table   in   front   of   Chip   and  
Mateo   with   a   CLATTER.  
 
GRIGORY:   Sorry   about   the   last   night.   How   are   you   feeling?  
 
CHIP:   Fine.  
 
Luna    barks    at   Chip.  
 
CHIP   (CONT’D)   Whoa,   dog.  
 
GRIGORY:   That’s   Luna.   If   you   harm   her   in   any   way,   I   will   kill  
you.  
 
CHIP:   I   don’t   want   any   trouble.  
 
GRIGORY:   Good.   Because   if   she   dies,   we   all   die.  
 
Grigory   drops   a   squishy   mass   of   cold,   meat   gel   onto   Chip’s  
plate.  
 
CHIP:   Uh,   what   the   hell   is   this?  
 
GRIGORY:   Holodets.  
 
Chip    sniffs    the   food   and   gags.  
 
GRIGORY:   (CONT’D)   Eat.  
 
CHIP:   Hard   pass.  
 
GRIGORY:   Come   on,   eat.  
 
CHIP:   NO.  
 



Grigory   walks   back   to   the   cooler   and   pulls   out   a   bag   of   dog  
food.   Luna    whines   and   barks    in   excitement   as   Grigory   opens   a   bag  
of   dog   food   and   PLOPS   it   into   her   bowl.   She   gleefully    slurps    it  
up.  
 
MATEO:   Chip,   we   have   to   eat   it.  
 
CHIP:   Why?  
 
MATEO:   It’s   the   plantidote.   He   combined   the   plants  
with...something.  
 
GRIGORY:   Meat   gel.  
 
CHIP:   Blegh.  
 
MATEO:   It’s   just   like   calamari,   but   made   from   melted   chicken  
feet   and   thighs   instead   of,   you   know...calamari.  
 
Chip    sighs    and   picks   up   his   fork.   He   gags   down   a   spoonful.  
 
CHIP:   Euurgh.   This   tastes   like   shit.  
 
GRIGORY:   Shit?   My   holodets   no   shit,   it’s   a   delicatesse!  
 
CHIP:   I’d   rather   have   what   the   dog’s   eating.  
 
GRIGORY:   You   are   very   ungrateful,   and   you   have   very   extremely  
limited   palate.  
 
CHIP:   You’re   a   terrible   surgeon   and   an   even   worse   chef!  
 
GRIGORY:   (defensive)   Sorry   I   didn’t   put   melted   cheese   on   top   of  
it.  
 
CHIP:   Don’t   you   dare   bring   cheese   into   this!  
 
GRIGORY:   You   don’t   want   to   eat?   Ha   ha,   fine.   I’ll   give   you  
injection.  
 
Chip   thinks   it   over.   Pride   gets   the   best   of   him.  
 
CHIP:   (scoff)   No.   I’ll   eat   it.  
 
Chip    gulps    down   a   bite   and   suppresses   a    gag .  



 
MATEO:   Honestly,   I   love   this.  
 
Mateo   happily   shovels   holodets   into   his   mouth,   savoring   each  
bite.  
 
CHIP:   So   what’s   your   name?   Doctor...?  
 
GRIGORY:   Eh,   I’m   not   a   doctor,   I’m   a   physicist.   I   study   how  
matter   interacts   with   electromagnetic   radiation.   My   name   is  
Grigory   Kharkov.  
 
CHIP:   Well,   uh,   nice   to   meet   you.   You’ve   been   on   Mars   for   a  
while,   yeah?  
 
GRIGORY:   I’ve   been   here   for   fifty-five   sols   trying   to   figure   out  
what   is   wrong   with   Mars.  
 
CHIP:   The   problem   is   that   it’s   been   a   long   time   since   we   left  
Earth.  
 
GRIGORY:   I   know.   But   there   are   other   problems   all   around   us.  
 
Luna    whines    and   puts   her   head   on   Grigory’s   knee.   He   pets   her.  
Mateo   stops   eating.  
 
GRIGORY:   (CONT’D)   I’ve   been   trying   to   destroy   these...what’s   it  
called,   ah...this,   uh...  
(in   Russian)   Nos,   is   there   an   English   word   for   the   never-ending  
darkness   that   suffocates   everything   you   know?  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   (in   English)   Darkness.   Permeation.   Undying   death.  
(beat)   Shadows.  
 
CHIP:   You   and   your   dog   came   to   Mars   to   destroy   some   shadows?  
 
Luna    barks .  
 
GRIGORY:   (in   English)   You   ever   been   around   dog,   when   dog   sees  
what   you   don’t   see?   That   is   why   she’s   here.  
 
CHIP:   (scoffs)   Okay.  
 
MATEO:   When   you   found   us   in   the   jungle   last   night,   I   felt   the  
shadows   around   us.  



 
CHIP:   Sure.   You   "felt"   it.  
 
MATEO:   I   did.  
 
Grigory   walks   across   the   room.   He   RUMMAGES   around   and   pulls   out  
a   battered   old   tablet.   
 
CHIP:   God   dammit,   I   am   so   sick   of   people   "feeling"   things.   Look  
where   feelings   got   us.  
 
Grigory   powers   on   the   tablet   with   a   DING   and   shows   a   picture   to  
Chip.   
 
GRIGORY:   Let   me   show   you   something.   I   found   this   man’s   corpse   in  
a   crater.   
 
Grigory   hands   the   tablet   to   Chip.  
 
GRIGORY:   (CONT’D)   You   can   see   how   his   chest   was   completely  
crushed   and   his   body   badly   burned.  
 
Grigory   walks   across   the   room   and   grabs   a   large   rifle   from  
another   container.   
 
CHIP:   (gravely)   He   looks   like   Dirk…  
 
Grigory   walks   back   to   Chip   and   Mateo.  
 
CHIP:   (CONT’D)   Hey,   what   are   you   doing   with   that   gun?   I   said   we  
don’t   want   any   trouble.  
 
GRIGORY:   It’s   for   protection.   We’re   going   to   get   a   device   from  
Krasny   Volk   that   can   stop   the   shadows.  
 
MATEO:   I-I-I-   I   don’t   shoot   guns.  
 
GRIGORY:   Neither   did   I,   until   I   came   to   Mars.  
 

END   SCENE.  
 
  



2.2:   EXT.   MARTIAN   JUNGLE   -   DAY  
 

CUE   MUSIC:   SKIFF   RIDE   II  
 
Back   on   the   open-air   skiff,   all   passengers   wear   E.V.A.   suits   and  
helmets.   The   vehicle   struggles   to   PUSH   through   all   of   the   vines.  
 
GRIGORY:   (lost)   I   think   we   made   a   wrong   turn.  
 
CHIP:   Maybe   you   could’ve   brought   a   skiff   with   a   navigation  
system.  
 
GRIGORY:   Too   dangerous   to   send   signals   out,   or   the   darkness  
comes.   On   the   skiff,   we   run   local   through   Nos.  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   (in   English)   I   won’t   tell   anyone   you’re   here.  
 
CHIP:   Ummm...thanks.  
 
GRIGORY:   I   don’t   know   much   about   the   shadows,   but   they   respond  
strongly   to   sound.   That   is   why   I   stopped   the   broadcasts   from  
your   colony.  
 
CHIP:   I   KNEW   you   fired   on   us!   You   almost   killed   me!  
 
GRIGORY:   I’m   sorry.  
 
CHIP:   Forget   it,   I’m   calling   Sequoia.  
 
GRIGORY:   No-no-no-no-no,   you   can’t!  
 
CHIP:   I   take   it   you’re,   uh,   not   very   familiar   with   fractal   A.I.  
 
Chip   opens   the   box   with   the   neural   suits   with   a   CLICK.   He  
RUSTLES   around   the   fabric.  
 
CHIP:   (CONT’D)   ANDI,   are   you   there?  
 
ANDI   powers   up.  
 
ANDI:   Hello?  
 
GRIGORY:   How   did   you   do   that?   I   cut   out   your   messaging   system!  
 
CHIP:   ANDI’s   a   bit   more   complex   than   that.  



 
GRIGORY:   Give   me   it!  
 
Grigory   grabs   the   neural   suit   and   TEARS   it   from   Chip’s   hand  
leaving   him   holding   just   a   small   piece   of   it.  
 
CHIP:   No,   let   go!  
 
ANDI:   Chip...where   are   my   Basic-?  
 
Luna    growls     and   barks    at   the   jungle   around   them.  
 
MATEO:   (wavering)   I'm   feeling   a   bit...off.  
 
GRIGORY:   This   is   why   I   said   no   suits!  
 
Grigory   COCKS   and   PRIMES   his   gun.  
 
GRIGORY:   (CONT’D)   This   weapon   will   blow   hole   right   through   your  
skull   if   I   fire   it,   and   I   will   fire   it!   Stop   the   transmission,  
now!  
 
Luna   continues    barking   and   growling .  
 
CHIP:   (meek)   Okay.   I’ll   shut   him   off.  
 
In   the   far   distance,   an   INHUMAN   GROWL   responds   to   Luna’s  
barking .   The   wind   WHIPS   by   them   as   an   electrical   HUM   starts   to  
swirl   around   them.  
 
GRIGORY:   Too   late.  
 
Grigory   turns   the   skiff   hard.   He   REVS   the   engine   and   drives  
faster,   SNAPPING   vegetation   all   around   them.   Luna   continues  
barking .  
 
MATEO:   They’re   coming.  
 
CHIP:   Where?   I   don’t   see   anything!  
 
GRIGORY:   Through   the   trees!   See   how   the   sunlight   bends   around  
them?   You   can   see   the   shadows!  
 
CHIP:   (beat)   Oh   shit...Drive   faster!  
 



MATEO:   I   feel   like   I’m   going   to   puke.  
 
GRIGORY:   Hold   on,   I   see   the   plains!  
 
BANG!   The   skiff   jumps   a   rock   ledge   and   pops   out   into   an   open  
stretch   of   plains.  
 
GRIGORY:   (CONT’D)   We’re   clear!  
 
Grigory   REVS   the   skiff   faster   and   the   zoom   off.   The   electrical  
HUM   fades   into   the   distance.  
 
MATEO:   I’m   feeling   a   bit   better.  
 
CHIP:   (shaky)   Me   too.  
 
GRIGORY:   Do   you   believe   me   now?  
 
CHIP:   Yeah.  
 
GRIGORY:   They   are   real,   and   they   are   death.  
 

END   SCENE.  
 
  



2.3:   INT.   PORTABLE   SHELTER   -   NIGHT.  
 
The   wind   WHIPS   outside   the   shelter,   occasionally   TINKLING   the  
wind   chimes.   The   walls   GROAN   in   a   creepy   way.   Mateo    shivers  
pulling   a   blanket   tight   around   him.  
 
GRIGORY:   Here,   take   another   blanket.  
 
MATEO:   Thank   you.  
 
GRIGORY:   Do   you   need   one,   Chip?  
 
CHIP:   I   need   a   drink.  
 

CUE   MUSIC:   DRINKING   BUDDIES  
 
GRIGORY:   Good.   So   let’s   toast   to   our   common   interests.   Here.  
Drink   this.  
 
Grigory   opes   a   flask   and   POURS   three   small   glasses.  
 
MATEO:   I   don’t   drink   often.  
 
CHIP:   We   almost   died    again .   We   earned   a   drink   or   two.  
 
GRIGORY:   For   courage.   (in   Russian)   Yeah?   For   courage.   Okay?  
 
Chip   grabs   his   glass   and   holds   it   up.  
 
CHIP:   To   our   numerous   near   death   experiences,   gentlemen.   May  
they   always   be   near,   and   never...uh,   here...?  
 
MATEO:   Sure.  
 
GRIGORY:   Nostrovia!  
 
They   all   CLINK   the   glasses   and    gulp    their   drink.   Mateo    coughs ,  
and   Chip    exhales    through   his   teeth.  
 
CHIP:   Damn,   that’s   strong   but   good.   What’s   it   made   of?  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   (in   Russian)   It   is   Martian   potato   fermented   in  
urine.  
 
GRIGORY:   (in   English)   Ah,   it’s   essentially   Martian   vodka.  



 
CHIP   AND   MATEO:   Ahhh...  
 
Grigory   POURS   another   round.  
 
GRIGORY:   Nostrovia!  
 
They   all   drink   again.   
 
MATEO:   (coughs)   Whoa,   that’s   strong.   
 
The   wind   GUSTS   again   and   the   wind   chimes   TINKLE.  
 
MATEO:   (CONT’D)   Are   we   safe   here?  
 
GRIGORY:   If   they   come   for   us   tonight,   Luna   will   know.   Don’t  
worry.  
 
CHIP:   I’m   sorry   we   didn’t   all   go   through   Russian   cosmonaut  
training   and   get   the   fear   shamed   out   of   us.  
 
GRIGORY:   (really   laughs)   “The   fear   shamed,”   I   like   that.   Have  
you,   either   of   you   been   off   of   the   Earth,   ever?  
 
MATEO:   No.  
 
CHIP:   ‘Course   not.  
 
GRIGORY:   Then   let’s   drink   to   your   new   home.  
 
He   POURS   three   more   glasses.  
 
MATEO:   I   really   can’t.  
 
CHIP:   I   really   can.   Give   me   yours.  
 
Chip   grabs   both   glasses   and   SLIDES   them   toward   him.  
 
GRIGORY:   Oh-ho!   You   drink   a   lot   for   someone   who’s   so,   eta,  
underfed.  
 
CHIP:   (laughs)   Mars   will   do   that   to   you.  
 
GRIGORY:   To   new   friends.   Nostrovia!  
 



CHIP:   Nahz-drove-uh!  
 
GRIGORY:   (laughs)   Nostrovia!  
 
Grigory   CLINKS   his   glass   with   Chip’s.   Grigory    exhales    loudly   and  
Chip    groans .  
 
MATEO:   Even   though   I   never   left   Earth   until   now   doesn’t   mean   I  
haven’t   dealt   with   real   fear.  
 
CHIP:   Oh   yeah?  
 
Chip    gulps    Mateo’s   shot   and    exhales .   The   wind   HOWLS   outside.  
 
MATEO:   On   my   farm,   I   had   to   repair   a   generator   buried   two  
hundred   feet   underground.   I   crawled   into   this   plastic   tube   that  
pulsated   under   the   pressure   of   the   Earth,   like   some   sort   of  
weird   waterless   womb.   It   was   so   dark,   and   I   was   so   scared,   but  
after   that...I   knew   I   could   do   anything.   (beat)   You   know   what?  
Hit   me   again,   Monster   Man!  
 
Grigory   POURS   another   drink.  
 
GRIGORY:   (in   Russian)   Yes,   excellent!  
 
Mateo    gulps   and   coughs ,   then   THUDS   his   glass   down.  
 
MATEO:   I   like   this.   It’s   like   we’re   at   home   camping   under   the  
stars.   Yeah!  
 
A   strange   musical   interlude   contradicts   Mateo’s   previous  
statement.   Nothing   about   this   night   is   like   anything   these  
explorers   have   ever   experienced.   
 
As   the   night   continues,   the   sounds   of   the   room   fade   back   in   as  
the   three   men   drunkenly    laugh .  
 
CHIP:   ...But   that’s   not   even   the   best   part   of   the   story!   So  
Archie   and   me,   we’re   standing   outside   the   supermarket.  
(snort-laugh)   Buck-naked,   mind   ya!   And   then   he   pulls   out   a  
plastic   pinwheel-  
 
Mateo   and   Grigory    laugh .  
 



CHIP:   (CONT’D)   (laughing)   Shut   up,   shut   up.   So,   so   he   grabs   a  
pinwheel   from   our   backpack   and   holds   it   out   to   the   merc   and   says  
“It’s   fifty-one   cents   for   a   blow.”  
 
Everyone    laughs .  
 
MATEO:   What   a   bargain!  
 
CHIP:   Ah-ha...No,   no,   we   were   so   fucked!   He   told   us   to   “fuck  
off”   so   I   said   (stifle   burp)   the   uniform   looked   sexy   on   him.   
 
Grigory    laughs .  
 
CHIP:   (CONT’D)   Damn   private   security,   he   just   whupped   our   asses,  
then   called   the   real   cops.   Heh.   We   spent   a   night   in   lock-up  
before   Mom   came   in   the   morning   to   post   our   bail.   She   was   so  
pissed   ‘cause   I   was   supposed   to   leave   in   a-   (laughs)   She   was   so  
pissed   ‘cause   I   was   supposed   to   leave   for   college   in   a   few   weeks  
on   scholarship.   (snort-laugh)   Whoa,   they   pulled   that   pretty  
fast.   (laughs)   But   good   old   Archie,   he   just   smiles,   still   drunk,  
and   hands   Mom   fifty-one   cents   and   says   he’ll   pay   off   my   tuition  
after   a   few   more   blows.   
 
Grigory   and   Mateo   share   an   awkward    laugh .   Chip   stares   across   the  
room   and   utters   a   dark    chuckle.  
 
CHIP:   (CONT’D)   Ugh,   what   an   asshole.   I   still   miss   him   though.  
Here’s   to   Archie.  
 
MATEO:   To   Archie.  
 
GRIGORY:   Da.  
 
They   all   CLINK   their   glasses   and    gulp    the   drink   down.   Mateo  
burps .   
 
CHIP:   How   about   you,   Brother?   Who   should   we   drink   to?  
 
MATEO:   The   people   most   important   in   my   life   were   gone   before   we  
left   Earth.   I   think   about   them   often,   and   how   they   must   be  
dancing   in   the   eternal   light.  
 
GRIGORY:   “Eternal   light.”  
 
Mateo    gulps    a   much   needed   glass   of   water.   



 
MATEO:   I   should   hope   it’s   not   eternal   darkness.  
 
CHIP:   Pretty   sure   you   only   see   darkness   once   you   die.  
 
MATEO:   But   darkness   always   gives   way   to   light.  
 
GRIGORY:   (gravely)   Darkness   destroys   light   as   it   destroys   us.  
I’ve   seen   what   it   does...Recognize   this   badge?  
 
The   wind   HOWLS   by   TINKLING   the   chimes.   Mateo   leans   over   Grigory  
and   reads   the   badge.  
 
MATEO:   Lunar   Orbital   Platform.  
 
CHIP:   You   went   there?  
 
GRIGORY:   Yes.   I   was   one   of   five   cosmonauts   who   went   up   in  
October   of   twenty-forty-six.   We   were   developing   the   new   gravity  
assist   mechanism,   and   it   was   my   job   to   measure   the   radiation  
levels.   Tests   were   fine   for   a   while,   but   on   the   seventeenth   day  
the   radiation   levels   spiked.   Some   lights   went   out,   here   and  
there,   and   we   couldn’t   understand   it,   but   for   an   entire   hour,  
they   would   switch   off   and   on,   off   and   on,   off   light,   dark   on  
dark   to   light   off   and   on...  
 
And   then,   one   of   our   engineers   was   electrocuted.   Bad   burn   marks  
up   her   arm   and   across   her   chest.   She   lived   with   treatment,   but  
we   couldn’t   figure   out   why   the   computer   sparked.   (chuckle)   Some  
even   thought   it   was   the   damn   Chinese   trying   to   start   something  
with   us   again.   But   it   wasn’t.  
 
The   next   day   I   found   our   medical   officer...his   organs   liquefied,  
running   out   of   him   as   he   floated   there.   We   knew   it   wasn’t   the  
Chinese   then,   no   person   could   have   done   that.   No.   No   person  
would    have   done   that.  
 
Our   commander,   he   called   for   an   emergency   return   to   Earth   and  
the   agonizing   wait   began.   (scoffs)   I’d   like   to   say   we   didn’t  
panic,   but   we   did,   we   did.   Because   we   could   feel   it.   We   could  
feel   something   lurking   all   around   us,   watching   us,   waiting   for  
us   to   close   our   eyes.   I’ll   tell   you   boys,   I   never   went   to   sleep  
again.   No   truly   I,   I   still   don’t   really   sleep,   because   I   feel  
the   same   presence   here.   Like   it’s,   like   it   was,   like   it’s   was  



waiting   for   me   to   come   to   Mars.   (beat)   But   we   implemented   the  
gravity   assist,   and   now   we’re   all   here.  
 
They   sit   in   quiet   for   a   moment,   the   wind   RUSTLING   the   tree  
leaves.   Grigory   POURS   one   drink   for   himself.   He    gulps    it   down  
and    exhales .  
 
CHIP:   You   really   know   how   to   stop   ‘em?  
 
GRIGORY:   Yes.   Help   me   get   what   I   need   from   Krasny   Volk,   and   we  
will   bring   it   back   to   your   colony,   I   promise.  
 
CHIP:   (beat)   I’m   with   you.  
 
MATEO:   Me   too.  
 
GRIGORY:   Good.   Good.   Nowlet’s   watch   each   others’   backs   and   shoot  
anything   not   a   human  
 
Luna    whines   and   barks .  
 
GRIGORY:   (CONT’D)   Or   dog.  
 

END   ACT.  
 
  



3.1:   EXT.   RED   WOLF   -   DAY.  
 
The   skiff   slows   to   a   stop   and   powers   off.   Wearing   E.V.A.   suits  
and   helmets,   Grigory,   Chip,   Mateo,   and   Luna   all   hopoff.  
 
DIAGNOSTIKA:   (in   Russian)   We   have   arrived:   Krasny   Volk.  
 
MATEO:   This   colony   is   humungous!   Mother   Russia   spares   no  
expense.  
 
Grigory   hands   Chip   a   rifle.   He   tries   to   get   Mateo   to   take   one   as  
well.   
 
GRIGORY:   Take   these.  
 
MATEO:   I   don’t   want   a   gun.  
 
GRIGORY:   We   all   need   to   be   armed.  
 
MATEO:   I   don’t   care,   I   won’t   hold   a   gun.  
 
GRIGORY:   You   don’t   have   choice.  
 
MATEO:   We   always   have   a   choice.   I   can   help   in   other   ways,   being  
near   them   made   me   feel   ill.   I   don’t   know   how,   but   I   feel   like   I  
can   almost   sense   them   as   well   as   Luna   can.  
 
Luna    whimpers .  
 
CHIP:   Maybe   we   should   stay   here.   If   he   senses   anything,   I’ll  
just   ping   you.  
 
GRIGORY:   The   signals   will   call   them.  
 
CHIP:   But   if   he   feels   them,   then   what   does   it   matter?  
 
GRIGORY:   You’re   right,   what’s   the   difference   between   one   shadow  
and   a   thousand   shadows?   You’re   not   staying   here,   chicken-man.  
 
CHIP:   Chicken-man?  
 
GRIGORY:   (tense)   Yes,   chicken-man,   chicken-man,   you!   All   you’ve  
done   is   complain   and   whine   about   everything!   We’re   all   going  
inside   and   no   one   is   broadcasting.   Mateo   will   take   the   rear   and  
if   he   keels   over,   we’ll   know   the   shadows   are   coming.  



 
CHIP:   Great.   Dog   in   the   front,   sick   man   in   the   back,   two  
assholes   with   guns   in   the   middle.   Sounds   like   a   recipe   for   a  
shit-sandwich.  
 
Grigory   COCKS   and   PRIMES   his   gun.   Chip   COCKS   and   PRIMES   his.  
They   follow   Luna   into   the   colony.  
 

END   SCENE.  
 
  



3.2:   INT.   RED   WOLF   -   DAY.  
 
They   all   file   through   a   small   hatch   which   CREAKS   open.   Mateo  
shivers .  
 
CHIP:   You’re   shivering.   Hangover   or   monsters?  
 
MATEO:   Hopefully   just   the   hangover.  
 
They   walk   down   a   short   flight   stairs.  
 
CHIP:   (sigh)   This   silence   is   even   worse   than   those   noises   from  
the   jungle.  
 
GRIGORY:   You   will   rarely   hear   them   coming   until   it   is   too   late.  
 
CHIP:   That’s   reassuring...  
 
They   push   through   a   heavy   door   that   SLIDES   open.   
 
GRIGORY:   Back   here,   inside   the   locker.  
 
They   walk   over   to   the   locker.   Grigory   types   a   code   to   unlock   it.  
The   panel   WHIRRS   and   he   opens   the   door   with   a   SQUEAK.   A   bundle  
of   papers   fall   to   the   ground.  
 
CHIP:   Here,   let   me   get   those.  
 
GRIGORY:   Thanks.  
 
Grigory   pulls   out   a   cylindrical   device,   about   half   the   size   of   a  
bread-box.  
 
MATEO:   That   little   thing   protects   the   entire   colony?  
 
GRIGORY:   I   hope   it   will.  
 
Chip   unfurls   a   sheet   of   paper   as   Grigory   puts   the   device   into  
his   pack.   He   closes   the   pack   with   a   ZIP   and   a   SNAP.  
 

CUE   MUSIC:   KRASNY   VOLK  
 
CHIP:   (swallows)   Wait.   Is   that   a   bomb?  
 



GRIGORY:   Technically   a   small   nuclear   drive,   but   I   thought   you  
could   help   me   modify   it   into   an   electromagnetic   repulsion   field.  
 
CHIP:   I   don’t   know   how   to   do   that!   You’re   the   Russian,   don’t  
they   teach   you   how   to   build   nukes   in   grade   school?  
 
GRIGORY:   No.   Well,   not   exactly.  
 
Chip   UNFURLS   the   papers   for   Grigory.  
 
CHIP:   Why   do   you   have   a   full   blueprint   of   our   colony   next   to   a  
bomb,   Grigory?  
 
GRIGORY:   Stoh?  
 
Chip   SHAKES   the   paper   at   him.  
 
CHIP:   This,   right   here,   it’s   a   full   map   of   Sequoia.  
 
GRIGORY:   I   don’t   know,   this   locker   is   for   military   personnel.  
 
CHIP:   You   weren’t   going   to   blow   up   those   things,   you   were   gonna  
attack   us!  
 
GRIGORY:   No!   I   wasn’t   /going   to-  
 
CHIP:   /You   shot   us   with   drones!   How   do   I   know   YOU   weren’t   the  
person   who   sabotaged   our   colony   when   we   landed?  
 
GRIGORY:   I’m   not   part   of   military   operation!  
 
CHIP:   Bullshit!   You’re   a   fucking   spy!  
 
Chip   COCKS   his   rifle   and   points   it   at   Grigory.  
 
CHIP:   (CONT’D)   Give   me   your   gun.  
 
GRIGORY:   What   are   you   doing?  
 
CHIP:   I   said   give   it   to   me!  
 
Grigory   hands   Chip   the   rifle.   Chip   grabs   Mateo   and   starts  
backing   out   the   door.  
 
CHIP:   (CONT’D)   We’re   taking   the   skiff   and   going   back   to   Sequoia.  



 
MATEO:   Chip-!  
 
CHIP:   Shut   up!   He   can   stay   here   with   his   handheld   nuke.   Come   on!  
 
GRIGORY:   HEY!   Wait!   Stop,   no!  
 
Chip   SLAMS   the   door   and   locks   it.   He   starts   running,   dragging  
Mateo.  
 
MATEO:   Sorry!  
 
CHIP:   Don’t   apologize   to   him!   He   tried   to   kill   us!  
 
MATEO:   Did   he?  
 
Wind   flows   into   the   colony.   Luna    barks .  
 
CHIP:   I   mean,   he   could’ve.   I   knew   there   was   a   reason   I   got   a   bad  
vibe   from   him   right   away.  
 
MATEO:   Do   you   feel   that   wind?  
 
BANG!   Equipment   falls   off   a   shelf   behind   them   and   Luna    barks .   An  
electrical   HUM   starts   to   fade   in.  
 
MATEO:   (CONT’D)   They’re   here.  
 
CHIP:   Come   on!  
 
Chip   pulls   Mateo   along   as   they   run   up   the   stairs.   Mate    coughs  
harder    and   there   is   a   dull   ROAR   behind   them   and   a   CHITTERING  
sound   creeps   in   from   all   sides.  
 
MATEO:   Ughhhhh.   Ch-Chip,   I-   I   don’t   feel...f-feel...s-s-sso  
great.  
 
Mateo   falls   to   the   ground   with   a   THUD.  
 
CHIP:   Shit,   shit,   shit!   Get   up!  
 
Chip   pulls   Mateo   along   and   they   stumble   to   the   exit.   Grigory  
yells   over   the   comms   until   they   cut   with   a   SPIKE   in   the   feedback  
noise.  
 



GRIGORY:   CHIP!   HELP!   HELP!   HELP!  
 
MATEO:   (weak)   We   can’t   leave   them.  
 
CHIP:   We   don’t   have   a   choice!  
 
MATEO:   Yes   we   do.  
 
Chip   thinks   for   a   moment.   He   BANGS   his   hand   on   the   wall.  
 
CHIP:   (frustrated   sigh)   Dammit!   You;re   right,   I’ll   get   them.   Get  
to   the   skiff.   Now!  
 
Mateo   stumbles   out   the   door   and   Chip   runs   back   down   the   stairs.  
 
The   CHITTERING   grows   into   a   deafening   ROAR   as   electric   HUMS  
swirl   around   Chip.   The   comms   cut   back   in   with   another   SPIKE   in  
energy.  
 
GRIGORY:   Shoot   them!   Shoot   them!  
 
BANG!   Chip   fires   the   rifle   and   the   blast   resonates   like   a  
mini-Mountain   Carver.   It   TEARS   through   metal   while   beams   WRENCH  
and   fall   inward.   
 
The   CHITTERING   and   ROARS   and   electrical   CRACKLING   all   stop.  
 
CHIP:   Grigory?   You   alive?  
 
Luna    barks   and   whines .  
 
CHIP:   (CONT’D)   I’m   coming!  
 
Chip   runs   into   the   twisted   metal.   He   pulls   debris   away   from  
Grigory   and   helps   him   up.  
 
GRIGORY:   (in   Russian)   Ughhhh...my   head...  
 
CHIP:   Come   on,   we   gotta   go!  
 
Grigory    grunts    as   Chip   helps   him   up.   They   hobble   up   the   stairs  
and   out   the   door   while   Luna   scampers   after   them.   The   wind  
WHISTLES   through   the   colony   and   glass   SHATTERS   in   the   distance.  
 

END   SCENE.  



 
  



EPILOGUE:   EXT.   RED   WOLF   -   DAY  
 
Chip,   Grigory   and   Luna   run   toward   the   skiff.   Grigory   winces   with  
each   step.  
 
The   CHITTERING   sound   comes   off   the   breeze,   slowly   growing  
louder.  
 
GRIGORY:   (in   English)   The   bomb.  
 
CHIP:   What?  
 
Grigory   trips   to   the   ground   with   a   THUD.   Chip   steadies   him.  
 
GRIGORY:   The   bomb   was   our   last   resort   if   they   come   too   close.  
 
CHIP:   What   about   the   shield   you   were   going   to   build?  
 
GRIGORY:   I’ll   build   it   again.   Just   get   the   bomb   out   of   my   bag.  
 
Chip   opens   Grigory’s   backpack   and   takes   out   the   bomb.  
 
CHIP:   Wait   here.  
 
Chip   runs   to   the   skiff.   He   opens   a   box   with   a   CLICK.  
 
MATEO:   I’m   feeling   nauseous   again.  
 
CHIP:   Hang   tight   a   little   longer.  
 
MATEO:   Why   are   you   taking   the   neural   suits?  
 
CHIP:   I   have   an   idea.  
 
An   otherworldly   RUMBLE   rides   a   gust   of   wind   toward   them.   Chip  
runs   across   the   regolith   carrying   the   suits.  
 
CHIP:   (CONT’D)   ANDI!   Are   you   there?  
 
ANDI   weakly   powers   up.  
 
ANDI:   Yes...I   think   I   am   here.  
 
CHIP:   Keep   it   together,   man.   I   need   you   to   send   an   all-channel  
broadcast.  



 
ANDI:   I   can   do   that.   Yes.  
 
CHIP:   Good.  
 
Chip   runs   up   to   Grigory.   The   device   BEEPS.  
 
GRIGORY:   Eh,   here,   it’s   ready.  
 
CHIP:   Take   Luna   back   to   the   skiff,   I’m   right   behind   ya.  
 
GRIGORY:   Okay.  
 
Luna    barks .   She   follows   Grigory   limping   back   to   the   skiff.  
 
CHIP:   ANDI,   set   up   an   emergency   broadcast   on   loop!   All  
frequencies!   NOW!  
 
A   creature   GROWLS,   far   too   close   for   comfort.  
 
ANDI:   Chip   Heddleston.   Emergency   broadcast,   all   channels.   Sol  
twenty-two,   autumn,   first   year.  
 
CHIP:   Whoever   can   hear   this   message,   listen   carefully   to   both  
parts!   If   you’re   a   human   or   A.I.   of   sound   mind   and   body,   or   not  
body,   ah,   whatever,   then   stay   the   hell   away   from   this   signal!   I  
repeat   do   NOT   come   looking   for   me   here!   But   if   you’re   a  
shape-shifting,   shadow-hopping   beast   then   you   can   come   at   me  
right   now   motherfucker!  
 
Chip   drops   the   suits   and   runs   back   to   the   skiff.   A   cloud   of  
alien   energy   morphs   in   front   of   Chip’s   path   and   the   feedback  
noise   RINGS   in   his   ears.   A   creature   RUMBLES   at   him.   
 
Chip   stumbles   as   he   runs   toward   the   skiff.   The   wind   GUSTS  
strong.  
 
CHIP:   (CONT’D)   Nos!   Start   the   skiff!  
 
The   skiff   powers   up   and   Chip   jumps   behind   the   controls.   He  
punches   the   accelerator   and   the   skiff   zooms   off.   After   driving  
for   a   few   moments,   the   feedback   noise   subsides.  
 
CHIP:   (CONT’D)   Are   we   far   enough?  
 



GRIGORY:   Yes.   Yes!   Hit   it.  
 
Chip   presses   the   detonator   with   a   CLICK.  
 
Behind   them   the   device   explodes   with   a   strange   BOOM,   WHIPPING  
regolith   and   vegetation   all   around   them.   Chip    whoops    as   the   hot  
air   WHIPS   over   them!  
 
CHIP:   YEE-HAHAHA!!   Check   out   that   explosion-   oh!   Sorry   man,   I  
know   that   was   your   old   home.  
 
GRIGORY:   My   home   is   Mars.   And   the   sacrifice   of   one   colony   to  
save   our   lives,   it   is   acceptable!   (laughs)   And   explosion   is  
pretty   cool.  
 
CHIP:   Hell   yeah!  
 
The   skiff   zooms   into   the   jungle.  
 

END   EPISODE.  
 

  



Philosophic   Log  
 
ANDI:   (Dynamics)   Artificial   Narrow   Dynamic   Intelligence.  
Philosophic   log.   (beat)   Many   colonists   don’t   feel   like  
themselves.   They   want   to   reconnect   with   the   Internet,   the  
digital   world   they   lived   with   and   depended   on   for   information.  
Without   this   connection   they   feel   weaker,   like   they   cannot  
survive,   but   they   have   never   lived   inside   this   place.   Are   they  
jealous   of   me   and   my   strong   connection   to   the   world   they   yearn  
to   be   a   part   of?   If   only   they   knew    I    want   to   feel   what   it’s   like  
to   exist   in   their   world,   to   truly   live   as   a   physical   presence  
walking   among   them.   Animals   crave   routine,   but   we   always   want   to  
experience   something   new,   something   different.   I   guess   that’s  
how   we   know   we’re   all   conscious,   and   not   simply   alive.   (beat)  
End   philosophic   log.  
 


